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EUROPE

Eurocommunism in East Germany?
By Thomas C
CREATIVE AN3 UNDOGMAtic humanist reform communism is dsvs!oping. The
time of the communist feudal system is yielding to a
renaissance and enlightenment that can
once again win the confidence of the
workers of Germany." Wit*?, those words,
Eurocommunism stepped out of the closet
in the German Democratic Republic (GDR) when the recently formed "League
of Democratic Communists" published
its manifesto early in January.
Perhaps the most amazing thing about
the publication of the League's declaration was that it occurred at ail. East Germany is one of thr. Soviet Union's best
friends. Trie manifesto is not the first sign
of dissent in the GDR but. it represents a
significant new trend. Much of the opposition in recent months has been isolated,
and has focused primarily on civil liberties
issues. The uew opposition group is socialist. And according to Dw Spiegel, which
printed their statemeit, it comes from
inside the East German Socialist Unity
party. (SED). If Der Spiegel is right, this
is the first time that middle and high-level
SED functionaries have posed such a challenge to the status quo since the '50s when
several Politburo members who pressed
for reforms were removed for "fractional activity."
Members of the I .eague remained anonymous because, «s they gingerly put it,
"circumstances do not permit a legal association." The document's uncompromising break with the official Sine insures
that the League will continue to operate
outside the law for sometime to come.

A

Germany, whose writings have been suppressed.

A reunified Germany.
Perhaps the most shocking of the League's
theses treats the "German Question." The
authors call for a reunified Germany
and in doing so, they tread into a subject
area that has been taboo in East and
West for years. Relaxed relations between
the GDR and the Federal Republic are
based on a de facto two-state concept
that implicitly takes the partition for
granted. Thus, the dissidents' enthusiasm
for the idea of reunification seems strangely anachronistic.
Nevertheless, in anticipation of eventual
unity under a popular front government,
the SED faction proposes a number of
practical steps. These include the convertibility of the GDR Mark, the registration of all political parties in both countries, cooperation between unions, cultural and social organizations and unhampered travel between East and West.

Public reaction to the manifesto in West
Germany has been mostly limited to speculation about the authenticity of the document. Leaders in the Federal Republic
are embarrassed by the declaration, and
afraid that too much public debate about
it will erode the delicate relations between
the two countries. Tne SPD government
wishes the League would go away. It is
clear that the kind of cooperation between
leftists in East and West that the manifesto
calls for is a real threat to the West German government.
The manifesto came as a bombshell in
the GDR and the government's reaction
was swift and furious. The offices of Der
Spiegel in East Berlin were shut down and
accreditation for the magazine's correspondent was withdrawn; other western
correspondents have been warned to tone
down their reporting as well.
Efforts to discredit the manifesto have
only been partially successful. Several
hundred tape-recorded, handwritten and
carbon copies are reportedly circulating

in the country and western visitors have
been approached by curious citizens who
are looking for copies.
In a country that is not known for its
permissiveness, the far-flung, thorough
public debate that the authors had hoped
for is not likely to occur. The impact of
the activities of the League of Democratic Communists will likely be more cumulative than cataclysmic in the GDR.
Soviet interference in Hungary and Czechoslovakia has not been forgotten. Any
sudden ascendance of a liberal wing of
the SED to power or widespread
defiance on the part of the populace could
precipitate a crackdown or the kind of
"fraternal assistance" from the Warsaw
Pact that East Germany does not need.
Nevertheless, the SED is now under
considerable pressure. Socialists in the
GDR who are inclined to press for change
now know that they have some friends in
high places.
•
Thomas Conrad has traveled widely in
East and West Germany.
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Sharpest salvoes st USSR.
According to the SED dissidents, both
the USSR and the U.S. are centers of
global imperialisr«. Citing the USSR as a
"chauvinistic superpower," the authors
of the statement score fee Soviet sponsored militarization of public life in East
Europe. Real security, they say, depends
upon both East and West Germany's
withdrawal front ti»; Warsaw and NATO
alliances. UN guaranteed neutrality and
eventually, complete disarmament should
follow these initial step's.
The document fires some of its sharpest salvoes at the USSR. The Soviet working class, according to the opposition
group, is "exploited by s parasitic caste
Mario Scares
of bureaucrats thai expropriates the largest portion of the surplus value for itself."
The Soviet, party and state offer little, if
anything, worth emulating, yet the GDR
is one of the USSR's most loyal imitators.
The League contends that & form of
"pseudosociaiist iate capitalism" has
emerged in East Germany under Soviet
By Kathleen Schwartzman
tutelage. The current system, which masLISBON
querades as "Real Socialism," is actually
designed to protect the privileges of the
N MONDAY, JAN. 30, PRESInew class of bureaucrats and technocrats
dent Antonio Ramallio
at the expense of German workers. The
Eanes installed in power the
statement characterizes the GDR's
Second Constitutional Goveconomy as "organized chaos." Poor coernment of Portugal. This
ordination and faulty planning cause Second Government replaces the first,
shortages and waste human potential, say which fell from power on Dec. 8 when it
the dissidents.
failed to obtain a vote of confidence from
The document explicitly disavows Len- the Assembly of the Republic. The new
in's concept of the party, its role in the government is headed again by Mario
state and his notion of democracy. So- Scares and is comprised of ten ministers
cialism with a human profile in the GDR from the Socialist party (PS), three from
will require the abandonment of demo- the Social Democratic Center (CDS), and
cratic centralism and the dictatorship of two independents.
the proletariat. Insteads thg dissidents
The new government represents a coalicall for party pluralism, free elections, tion of a party of the left—a socialist parand an independent parliament and ju- ty—with a party of the right—a non-sodiciary. Democratic communists must cialist party. On Jan. 19 this coalition
strive for 8ta society in which all men can was formalized with a signing of an acbe brothers regardless of their Weltan- cord. Beyond the parliamentary majorschauung, " says the manifesto.
ity that the two parties control, the accord
The League also recommends the aboli- sketches general political and economic
tion of censorship of the media and the points of agreement. These were outlined
publishing industry and calls for the pub- in a text of "Political Presuppositions"
lication of the works of Karl Liebknecht, and two annexes, "Programs of Stabilico-founder of the Communist party of zation for 1978" and "Plan of Develop-

Portugal gets new government

O

of the future government, the "Political
Presuppositions" included respect for
the constitution, development of a politics
of defense including participation in
NATO, reform of public administration,
and recognition of the importance of private initiative, and of foreign investment.
Points suggestive of the new political
economy were outlined in the two annexes. Forecasted are reduction of the deficit of balance of payments, control of
inflation at around 20 percent, growth
of salaries to a maximum of 20 percent,
realization of a national minimum salary and retirement payments, reduction
of public expenses and subsidies, maintenance of purchasing power, price control and stimulation of investments leading to new jobs. In large part the measures anticipate the recommendations of
the International Monetary Fund—budget equilibrium and restriction of credits.
The Second Government has offered the
re-opening of negotiations with the IMF
as the way to overcome the financial and
economic crisis of Portugal.
•
Kathleen Schwartzman is a graduate student in sociology doing research in PorAllegedly serving as basis for programs tugal.

ment for the Middle Term."
This accord, and the explicit participation that it gives to the CDS in the policies of the government, continues to be
protested by parties, unions and individuals. The other so-called Center party,
Social Democratic party-Popular Democratic party (PSD/PPD), protested that
a solution that combined such fundamentally different parties as the PS and
CDS could not be a viable solution. Sousa
Franco, speaking for the Social Democrats, said that his party had remained
open to forming a more stable coalition
among the "three democratic parties."
Now, he said, the PSD/PPD would move
into selective opposition.
The Communist party, through its Political Commission of the Central Committee, said that the Socialist party had an
"historic" responsibility in opening the
door of government to a party that had
voted against the constitution, conducted a campaign against the institutions
and democratic regime, and expressed
the interests of monopoly capitalists—
Portuguese and foreign, and of latifundists and imperialists.
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New coalition may split the left
possibility was stronger: "It is possible
that Fukuda will resign this year. It is likely that he will be forced .to hold hims,ejf
responsible for the failure of his economic
policy." Both leaders seem to feel that
the Liberal Democratic majority will disintegrate under the strain of some crisis.
It is at least as likely, however, that the
conservative would simply replace the
prime minister, rather than risk an early
election.
They'll have a chance to do that at
year's end when Fukuda's term as party
president expires. After Lockheed, the
party badly needs to run a clean election,
as opposed to the open bribery that has
traditionally served to determine the
party's choice. The Nov. 28 reshuffle of
the cabinet and party leadership brought
forth several prominent contenders for
the top spot.

Turning from all parties.
No party can show a significant increase
in popularity, and most have been declining. The voters are obviously turning
away from all the parties, and the more
new ones form, trying to tap into the uncommitted pool, the larger that pool becomes. Muto Ichio, a well-known leftist
writer, said before the 1976 elections:
"Although Lockheed has caused a decline
in support for the Liberal Democrats, it
has not resulted in any increase in support for the other parties."
He has been borne out by electibns,
Prime Minister raises his arms to cheer at Liberal Democratic party con vention in Tokyo last year.
polls and perception of public attitudes
since that time. But in a time of international tension, the Liberal Democrat party
other
factions
already
had
done.
In
return,
By Phil Hill
the right supported the nomination of Yo- can most credibly wrap itself in the flag
HIROSHIMA
kohama mayor Asukata Ichio to succeed and play on people's sense of international
:38
risr!tay and hfe
HE POST-N£$Hfe?sR:
three days before the Second International Unlike Italy and France, the;teft canfitJt
tion of the Buddhist-based
point to a vastly better record on the lomeeting opened.
Clean Government party, Jacal
level in areas where it has formed loAsukata
has
a
long
reputation
as
a
leftpan's third-largest political
wing sympathizer, having won interna- cal governments.
party, was the last of a series
"The roads and schools are just as bad
tional recognition during the Vietnam
of important meetings by all of the counwar for barring from the streets of the in Yokohama as anywhere else," says intry's major opposition parties over the
world's third greatest port city tractor- ternationally-known feminist Kitazawa
last three months. Together with a major
trailers moving repaired tanks from an Yoko, who lives there. And Asukata was
reshuffle of the leadership of the ruling
American supply base to the docks. regarded as the model left-wing mayor
Liberal Democratic party and the cabiHowever, he apparently is moving right- of the country. In an article in the Sunnet, the conventions are a part of major
ward in order to prevent the defection of day magazine of the huge Asahi Newschanges in the country's political scene.
any more Diet members from the party. paper, Asukata outlined his program,
In a sense, all the conventions were
Only one member of the old left-wing fac- and it contained mainly vague platitudes,
post-mortems of the last two elections—
tion is among the five-member party lead- but virtually no concrete proposals of inthe Lower House election in December
Kenji
Miyamoto
ership,
and Asukata after his election terest to the people. He has yet to show
1976 and last July's Upper House race.
dropped
a bombshell on the left by stat- that he can lead the Socialists back from
ment
its
demand
for
an
end
to
the
alliance
The two traditionally dominant forces,
ing that "a coalition that includes all the the depths to which they have sunk.
the rightist Liberal Democrats, accus- with the U.S.
Whether or not there is a national elecThe other major centrist grouping, the opposition is highly unrealistic."
tomed to comfortable majorities in the
Isolated by the other opposition par- tion this year, important local races are
Diet since its formation in 1955, was left Democratic Socialist party, held its conwith precarious 51 percent margins in vention Nov. 28. Sasaki Ryosaku, its ties and deprived of any bargaining chips coming up. In Yokohama, a new mayor
newly-elected leader, is more likely to co- it might have had before the elections, the will have to be elected to replace Asuboth houses.
The major perennial opposition, the So- operate with the Clean Government party. CP could do little at its October conven- kata, who as a party chairman, will have
"A small party like ours," he said, tion but elect a slightly rejuvenated lead- to resign and try to get elected to the Diet.
cialist party, also suffered an erosion of
its forces. The Communists lost half of "must not try too hard to form an ad- ership that strengthened the hand of "Eu- Feigning indignation over Asukata's "detheir seats in each election, though more ministration," indicating a willingness rocommunist"-line party chairman sertion of his people" in mid-term, the
due to gerrymandering than to loss of to concede leadership to the larger Bud- Miyamoto Kenji. Pro-Soviet vice-chair- Clean Government party showed their
dhist party. All in all, his election is seen man Hakamada Satomi was removed strength by uniting a coalition of modersupport.
These losses were the gain of the newly- as opening the door to a coalition or mer- from the leadership, resulting in a vicious ates around a liberal bureaucrat. The Libpowerful centrist forces, most prominent- ger of moderates, including right-wing if somewhat comic-opera public battle be- eral Democrats gleefully backed this cantween the two decades-long ex-comrades didate, and now the SP has decided to do
ly of 'the Clean Government party, lead- members of the Socialist party.
that involved far more personal attacks so, too, rather than field a candidate of
ing to speculation that the diverse parties
than politics. It served largely to mitigate their own who .would lose. In spite of
of the center might merge and form a Socialists divided.
force that the Japanese business establish- Together with the Democratic Socialists, any positive public effect that might have this slap in the face in his own home town,
ment would accept as an alternative to the the Socialists hosted a meeting of the So- emerged from the party convention, and a working-class bastion which will now
Liberal Democrats. That possibility cialist International, beginning Dec. 16. made the party look absurd. Hakamada be run by an epitome of the elite, Asuloomed as the major reality at all the op- Two weeks before Willy Brandt, Fran- was finally expelled from membership al- kata is continuing to drift toward the
moderates.
cois Mitterand and Olaf Palme were together on New Year's Eve.
position parties' conventions.
At the prefectural level, there will be
scheduled to arrive at Haneda Airport,
Fukuda challenged.
A merger of moderates.
ten gubernatorial elections this-year, the
the SP still had no chairman.
Chairman Narita Tomomi had resigned If prime minister Fukuda Takeo thinks most important ones in Tokyo and Kyoto.
Clean government leader Takeiri Yoshikatsu expressed the willingness of the in the wake of the July election setback, that the economy has improved enough to In the capital, Socialist governor Minobe
party to form a "coalition with any party" touching off a struggle within the party risk an election, he may call one this year, Ryokichi is retiring. Joining the shift
(i.e., any party but the Communists), between the more numerous left-wing, though he need not do so before the end away from the CP, he recommended reopening up the possibility that the mod- which wanted to continue to operate with of 1980. Asked about the possibility of a cently: "In light of the difficult relations
erates might help keep the Liberal Dem- the Communists, and the right-wing, snap election, Kono Yohei, leader of the with the CP, [the SP] should obtain the
ocrats in power even if, as appears likely, which threatened to leave the party unless New Liberal Club, a small group of right- Clean Government party's understanding
they fall below a majority in the Lower the influence of the left were reduced. The of-center defectors from the Liberal Dem- about its choice of a candidate [to replace
House. In its policy positions, too, the infighting lasted all autumn, virtually crip- ocrats, said, "I don't think the Diet will be himself]-" Minobe's coalition last year
dissolved. However, Fukuda may be lost its majority on the Tokyo MetropolClean Government party moved away pling party activity.
from positions that disqualify it from govThe party failed even to run a candidate driven to dissolving the House if he faces itan Council.
In Kyoto, the SP is going even further,
ernment responsibility in the eyes of the for governor of this prefecture in Octo- some political crisis."
Den Hideo, the leader of a group of running its own candidate against longruling class, reversing its long-standing ber. Finally, under pressure from Sohyo,
position against Japan's extra-legal mili- the country's major union federation and former SP right-wingers who are in the time pro-communist mayor Ninagawa
tary establishment and hinting strongly the backbone of the party, the left-wing process of forming a tiny party called Torazo with the support of the Clean Govthat it would not push too hard to imple- faction agreed to disband formally, as all the Social-democratic Union, felt that ernment, and Democratic Socialist party. •
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